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ENCLOSURE 1

Notice of Violation

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Docket / License Nos. 50-317; DPR-53

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant 50-318; DPR-69

During an NRC inspection conducted from May 29,1994 through July 2,1994, a violation of
NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and >

Procedure for NRC Enfercement Actions, " 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the following violation
was identified.

1. Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Appendix B, Criterion Ill,
Design Control, states, in part, " Measures shall be established to assure that applicable
regulatory requirements and the design basis, as defined in 6 50.2 and as specified in the.
license application, for those structures, systems, and components to which this appendix
applies, are correctly translated into specifications, drawings, procedures, and
instructions... The design control measures shall provide for verifying or checking the
adequacy of design, such as by the performance of design reviews, by the use of
alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable testing

_

program."

Contrary to the above, on June 1,1994, a temporary plant modification (Temporary
Alteration 2-93-0036) was in place that resulted in the loss of the connection point for
the safety-related water supply to the service water system. The design control program
did not adequately consider the effect of this modification on the makeup capability to
the service water system. Operating Instruction (0I)-15 for connecting the water supply
was not revised to reflect this plant modification.

This is a Severity I.evel IV Violation (Supplement I).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Baltimoce Gas and Electric Company is hereby
required to submit a ~ written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory :

'

Commission, A'ITN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the
Regional Administrator, Region I, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector, within 30 days
of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be -i

clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) .

. the reason for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will
be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the resix>nse time.

Dated at King of Prussia, PA
this /fTlay of July,1994.
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